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The logo for Sjællands Jernalder 2009 (The Iron Age 
on Zealand 2009) depicts one of the two circus cups 
from a rich princely grave excavated by Kroppedal 
Museum in autumn 2007 (Iversen 2011). The grave 
functioned as founder burial for the subsequent cem-
etery located at Ellekilde, Torslunde Landsby, west 
of Copenhagen (site no. 02.02.13, sb. 61, TAK 1355). 
The princely grave can be dated to the Late Roman 
Iron Age, at the transition between period C1b and 
C2, i.e. c. AD 250.
 Circus cups appear sporadically on the Continent 
and in Scotland and England, primarily at Hadri-
an’s Wall, where they are generally found as sherds 
(Lund Hansen 1987, 74ff). In Scandinavia they are, 
apart from a single sherd from Sweden (Andersson 
2001, 222), restricted to Denmark, with Zealand as 
the absolute centre of gravity.
 Complete circus cups, or cups presumed to have 
been intact when they were deposited as grave 
goods, are known from the cemeteries of Nordrup, 
Himlingøje, Varpelev, Stenlille (Slettebjerggård), 
Torslunde Præstegaards Mark and Ellekilde. To these 
must be added the sherds of a glass from Enekrogen 
on Bornholm and a sherd from respectively Møl-
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legårdsmarken on Funen and Skovgårde on Southern 
Zealand (Ethelberg 2000, 125 f; Lund Hansen 1987, 
418, 423).
 The glasses from Ellekilde clearly constitute a 
set. With regard to size, they are adapted to each 
other so the smaller glass fits inside the larger (fig. 1). 
Concerning the motifs, they are linked by a common 
maritime theme. The large glass is 9 cm tall and has 
a diameter of 10 cm. Its motif consists of a boat with 
an upturned stem and stern; over the gunwale hangs 
a fishing net and at the stern stands a man dressed 
in a hooded turquoise-blue tunic (fig. 2). The man is 
holding a rope, as though he is reefing the sail. The 
motif is repeated on the opposite side of the glass, 
separated by a motif in the form of a green and a blue 
fish. Below the rim, the glass is encircled by a charac-
teristic border consisting of red and yellow dots. The 
small glass is 7 cm tall and similarly has a diameter 
of 7 cm. Its motif is simpler and consists of two op-
posed, almost identical dolphins – turquoise-blue 
and yellow, respectively (fig. 3). The dolphins have 
red fins, a trilobite tail and large, almond-shaped 
eyes. They are separated by a wide red lenticular 
motif, which is not immediately identifiable. It may 

Fig. 1. The two circus 
cups from the Ellekilde 
cemetery. Photo: Line 
Thorup.
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be a mussel or an oyster. Below the rim, the red- and 
yellow-dotted border is again seen.
 The circus cups from Ellekilde represent the first 
discovery of intact circus cups in Denmark for more 
than 100 years. With their maritime theme they in-
troduce new motifs into the imagery of the glasses, 

which otherwise primarily is concentrated on animal 
and gladiator fights. Together with the three cups 
found at Torslunde Præstegaards Mark, the new dis-
covery helps to underline the central significance of 
the Torslunde area during the Late Roman Iron Age.

Fig. 3. Scene from the small circus cup showing the 
turquoise-blue dolphin; to the right a red, lenticular 
figure can be seen. Photo: Line Thorup.

Fig. 2. Close-up of the fishing motif on the large circus 
cup. The ship’s sail is indicated in white and can be 
faintly discerned above the yellow fishing net. Photo: 
Line Thorup.
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